A new and more direct approach to the connection of wave amplitudes across turning points and singular points of wave-and oscillator-equations has been found. It emphasizes and extends the view [1] that the connection formulae are an asymptotic expression of the branch structure of the singular point and reveals an unexpected two-variable structure even close to such points. It also extends turning-point theory to new classes of irregular points of differential equations
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A new and more direct approach to the connection of wave amplitudes across turning points and singular points of wave-and oscillator-equations has been found. It emphasizes and extends the view [1] that the connection formulae are an asymptotic expression of the branch structure of the singular point and reveals an unexpected two-variable structure even close to such points. It also extends turning-point theory to new classes of irregular points of differential equations (1 with constant e and analytic p(z) that are physical Schroedinger equations in the sense that the concept of wavelength (or period) can be defined. A natural (Liouville-Green) variable x measured in units of local wavelength is then also definable. Limit points of singular points of p(z) will be excluded, as will singular points artificially introduced to represent radiation conditions. Any turning-or singular point of p(z) must then correspond to a definite x, and if those points be identified with z = 0 and x = 0, respectively, then
must exist, at least as a multivalued function, on a neighborhood of zero. For a clear theory, this hypothesis should be rephrased in terms of the natural variable: an analytic branch r(x) of p 1 / 4 is defined on a Riemann surface element D about x = 0 which includes -TT < argx < 2TT (i.e., three Stokes sectors, in turning-point terminology) so that idz/dx = e/r 2 is integrable at x = 0.
In the natural variable, with w(z) -y(x), (1) takes the form
and wave modulation is therefore controlled by r'/r] since p = p(z), also ex depends only on z, by (2) , and xr'/r depends on x and e only through the product ex, by (3) . Turning points and singular points of (1) are all singular points of (3), and when they do not lie on the real axes of z or x, physics places no further, general restriction on their nastiness. For the results here reported, the following, secondary hypothesis has been found sufficient: a limit of xr'/r can be identified, i.e., xr'/r -• 7 G C as ex -> 0, uniformly in the Riemann surface element on which r has been defined. Equivalently,
with a function p(£) analytic on its domain A of definition and "mild' in the sense (4) (£lp)dp/d£ = </>(£) -» 0 as £ -> 0, uniformly in A.
As a consequence, p varies less than any nonzero real power, Vi/>0, IfV^I-H) as£->0, and 7 represents the "nearest power" of x in r(x) = p 1 / 4 . The integrability of e/r 2 implies Re 7 < \. The class of singular points thus defined includes all turning points of second-order equations in the literature [2] ; it extends even the class of [3] . Note the arbitrary multivaluedness of r(x) and p(z). Like the definition of r(x) and p(z), that of the differential equation (1) is purely local, described by (4), and the singular point is regular; the irregularity function <\> therefore establishes a diffeomorphism between irregular and regular points. The originally superfluous constant e in (1) reveals itself as a homotopy parameter indicating a general avenue of approach to irregular points from regular ones.
The branch structure of a regular point can be characterized by Probenius' fundamental system [1, p. 
with mild (in the sense of (A)), but generally multivalued f and a n ; the series has a majorant power series in x of infinite convergence radius. Observe the two-variable structure in terms of x and ex and that the merely local definition of (1) has led to a solution representation of global nature in x, even if local in ex,-a mathematical key to wave modulation and asymptotic connection. As ex -• 0, t/ 5 (x) and y(x) approach evenness, which suggests a characterization [4] of the departure of y s ,y from the entirety of their counterparts f s , f m (which are even for (3) For y s , (6) holds with y s ,s and 7 in the respective places of y,m and 1 -7, and if \ -Re7 is not an integer, Theorem 3 leads to (7) also with subscript s. Hence, (7) holds for any solution y(x) = w(z) of (1), with interpretation appropriate to the normalization of that solution. Analytic continuation in 7 extends [5] the connection formulae (7) to all 7 with Re 7 < ^.
